497 Scrapbooking  

Beginner/Intermediate Level

This project may be repeated.

1. Complete Project Areas One through Seven as listed on Page 4 of the project book. NOTE: In Activity 1, member is to complete at least three (3) of the activities listed on the chart on Page 9. Activity 8 and the Scrapper Challenge activities in each Project Area are optional for the first year.

2. Compile a scrapbook using what you have learned through the project activities.

3. Complete at least two (2) Learning Experiences (Page 5).

4. Complete at least two (2) Leadership/Citizenship activities (Page 6).

5. SECOND YEAR: Complete Activity 8 and at least four (4) of the Scrapper Challenge activities included throughout the project book. You must prepare a separate scrapbook each year you take this project.

6. Bring to Interview Judging:
   b. Completed scrapbook.
   c. Be prepared to discuss:
      i. Information presented in the project book
      ii. Your experiences with the activities.
      iii. Techniques used in putting scrapbook together.
      iv. The Learning Experiences you chose to complement your project.
      v. The Leadership/Citizenship activities you took part in.

7. Exhibit at the fair:  
   a. An educational display or 14”W x 22” H poster (presented at Interview Judging) illustrating and describing some aspect of your project. (Project book does not qualify as an exhibit.) Scrapbook may be used for exhibit but must be open to display individual pages.
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